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By our staff

The secret wall of round
onboard

ideoworks provide an opportunity
to discover the secrets of onboard
technologies thanks to the team

of the Italian company, which for over 20
years have been offering customers their
know-how to create the best technolog-
ical integration. Fans of technological in-
novation, new audio systems and invisible
speakers will be able to view a rich portfolio
of new products in the Videoworks stand.

The dutch base
The participation of the Videoworks Group
in METS is significant because it confirms
the constant commitment to the northern
European market, as shown by the growth
of the group's Dutch company, Videow-
orks Europe By.
Its office is in Aalsmeer, in the heart of the
Dutch shipbuilding district: this choice
highlights the company's determination to
be increasingly closer to its customers in
every project phase.

The purest of pure sounds
The excellence of the audio systems which
- on one hand - deliver pure high-quality
sound reproduction and - on the other
hand - allows owners to host a party on
board, has become a crucial aspect of the
integration of onboard systems. In terms
of sound management, during this Dutch
event, Videoworks will present SAM (Slim
Audio Master), the innovative rack creat-
ed to optimise size and space-saving on
board and to enhance the system's per-
formance.
Jointly designed by the R&D departments
of Videoworks and of Leaff company, man-
ufactured by the latter company exclu-
sively for the naval sector of Videoworks,
SAM controls up to 16 audio outputs and
allows to calibrate sound perfectly in every
individual setting while guaranteeing
space-saving. SAM's optimised functions
include the ability to equalize sound in
every individual setting (optimising sound

About Videoworks
Videoworks is the internationalleading
system integrator with more than 20 years
of experience in design, realization and
installation of innovative audio/video,
communication, entertainment & home
automation systems dedicated to the most
exclusive clients in the Worlds of Yachting,
Architectural and Business. State of the art
technologies, best in class engineering,
exclusive top-end design, friendly user
solutionsand human interfaces combined
with robust and reliable construction have
enabled Videoworks Group to become the
leaderinthe high-endsegmentofAudía -
Vìdeo-IT system integration as well as in
the most advanced solutions for Room-
Automation and Lightíng-Design and
Engineering. The Team ot Videoworks Group
is composed by certified and experienced
professionals operating from Italy - where
the company started with HO in Ancona
and operational offices in Viareggio and
Milano - to the Netherlandswith offices
in Aalsmeer and US through the recently
opened American branch in Fort Lauderdale.
The wide range of the company's activities
includes consistent post- sales assistance in
every part of the globe through a dedicated
team and the capability to provide its clients
with update services aimed to integrate the
latest technologies and to emphasize the
product life-size management.

reproduction), and thanks to the native
integration of Dante, the highest standard
for digital transmission over professional
audio networks.
The SAM system in the Videoworks stand
will also manage another new product
introduced by the Italian company: the
invisible speakers, which transform mate-
rials into audio reproduction systems with
high, medium and low frequency sound
and excellent performance.
The invisible speakers create "sound
walls" by using the Mover technology de-
veloped by Power Soft (a company based
in Tuscany), designed for the world of
video gaming and reconfigured by Vide-
oworks experts to obtain the best perfor-
mance. The possibilities offered by this
technology, perfected and integrated by
Videoworks, are considerable.
Visitors in the stand will be able to hear
and personally experience the perfor-
mance levels achieved.
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